
September 20,, 2022 

 

Howdy Friends, 

 

Thought I would drop in and say hi. It has been a week 

already and time is moving fast.  

  A huge goal is to get recorded 

material out to the people. Without the radio broadcasting 

daily there is a huge empty void for the people.  



 We have gone GREEN, a solar 

powered radio and radio antenna if needed. 

 This nice model has an external 

solar panel with the ability to play flash drives or SD micro 

cards and can charge a cell phone.   We thank the Lord for 

showing us this model. It sells for $20. We are praying 

funding will come in to purchase more of these radios. 

 Here is another device the Lord 

showed us. It is a magnifying plastic. You can put your cell 



phone on it and play a film. It magnifies the picture to a 12 

by 12 inch screen. Along with the films we have recorded 

for various language groups they now can watch the JESUS 

film on a 12 by 12 screen. This too is a huge discovery! This 

item sells for approximately $15 but we hope to find them a 

bit cheaper.  

 

By week's end we hope to be reviewing the recorded audio 

clips for the video JOHN in the Chimane language. There are 

three episodes; over 800 clips, good listening ears are 

required. We ask prayer this will go well. 

 

When we finish that we hope to have the Ayore fellows 

who are doing the recording for the video JOHN come in 

and review their film as well. They have 50 - 100 clips to 

record before they finish. There has been some delays with 

sickness in families and two conferences they also attended 

this summer. We ask prayer they can finish while I am here. 



 Isn't our creator something? 

Thanks for praying for the ministry here. If you are led to 

help financially, please check out our web page and donate 

as it indicates. 

https://ethnos360.org/projects/john-video-translation-and-

dubbing 

 

If you would like to check out the ACTS video on YouTube in 

the Chimane language here is the address. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrLdeiAA7B8&list=PLo

DMmx9LIxpNd6GSi0uwhExJvfkxDut4_ 

 

If you would like to check out the ACTS video in AYORE here 

is the address. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrLdeiAA7B8&list=PLoDMmx9LIxpNd6GSi0uwhExJvfkxDut4_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrLdeiAA7B8&list=PLoDMmx9LIxpNd6GSi0uwhExJvfkxDut4_


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBWn_xXRAnw&list=P

LoDMmx9LIxpNAyOUQSt0WFKBGZ47XrNPM 

 

God bless you all,  

 

Bruce and Jan Johnson Bolivia                                                                    
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